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BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 

About 214fT real numbers are needed to fully characterize a signal s(t) of 

effective duration T and bandwidth IV; we then say that the approximate di

mension of the signal space is 21VT [1]. In a more general case, and in addit,ion 

to time t, 8(r, L) also depends on the position in space r. Such a model appears, 

for instance, in the eleetromagnetic analysis of waveguides or optical fibres [2]. 

The boundary conditions for 8(r, J;) are stated in terms of feasible regions A and 

directions 0: the field in a waveguide must be confined to its interior, and there 

is a limited range of direetions (angles) tha.t remain guided and therefore do not 

radiate. We then speiLk of spatial modes, which are a set of orthonormal functions 

onto which the signal can be uniquely decomposed. 

Past tentative applications of this spatial analysis to communication theory 

were made by Gabor [3] and Levitin and Lebedev [4]. Recent work by Poon, 

Brodersen, Tse [5] 011 multiple-antenna channels combines electromagnetism and 

<1,ntenna theory to extend the 2IV"T-theorem and include the spatial dimensions. 

In the present work we analyze the dimension of the signal space wi th fundamental 

methods based on the uncertainty principle, thus providing an alternative to the 

counting method in [5]. As application, we also estimate the dimension of the 

signal space for optical t.ransmission and storage and for satellit.e links. 

DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 

vVe consider the reception of information via electromagnetic radiation 1 in 

a volume of space a.nd time AT' Instead of Maxwell's equations, we adopt a 

very simple quantum-mechanical approach. Following Feynnmn [6], radiation is 

1 For th" sak" of simplicity. W(' igllO]"(' propagat.ioll ('H·('d.s. This mak.,s th(' mmlysis of (phys
ical) trallsmissioll awl ["('(:('pt.iOll <''1Uival<'llt., by a Silllpk illv('rsioll of t.h(' ra<iiat.ioll dir('dioll. 
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carried by discrete units, the photons, whose behaviour is described in terms of 

a complex-valued, square-integrable wave fUllction 1/J(r, t) E £2. We denote the 

spatial and temporal coordinates by rand t respectively, and associate to (r, I.) a 

4-vector x, in the sense of speci(tl relativit.y2. Photons (tre observed in (t region of 

space-time AT, i. e., rEA, (tnd with no real loss of generality ° :::: I. :::: T. A dual 

4-vector ~, including the frequency 1/ (energy) and wavevector k (momentum)3 of 

the photons [6], allows us t.o link 1/;(x) and its dual ',l'(~) via the Fourier transform: 

(1) 

where the integrals are taken over the relevant 4 dimensions 4. Dual constraints, 

denoted by ~ E nil', are a range of available frequencies l/min :::: 1/ :::: IJma.x, with 

H7 = l/Illa.x - l/min and of feasible directions kjlkl E n. 
The function 1/;(r, I.) admits two possible interpretations: 

• In a qlmntum analysis 1/' gives the expected number of photons in a space

time interval AT. 

• In a classical analysis, 1/' is rel(tt.ed to t;he electronmgnetic potential [61 and, 

when many photons (tre present, it describes a real-valued field w(r, t) as 

1O(r, I.) = Re(1/'(r, I.)). This implies that 1/'(r, I.) is closely relat.ed to Gabor's 

(tnalytic signal [3], a link we shall not explore further here. 

Let us denote the characteristic functions of the space-time and momentum

energy regions by XA-r and Xnl\" respectively. Vile define two orthogonal projection 

operators, PT and PI\', and let them act on 1/, as PT1/' = 1/'XAT and (Pw1/' r 
·0xn\l" In general, we shall say that 1/' E £2 is (-concentrated on the set S, with 

E> 0, if 111/' 1/'Xsll:::: EII1/'II· 
The effect of the constraints is modelled [1] by the operator PTQw PT; the 

dimension of the Hilbert space in which PTQw PT1/' lie is reduced to a finite value, 

n lll , Denoting the elements of a basis of that subspace by V'i we have 

1/.111 

1/, L Cd;i, Ci = (1/'I'I/'i), (2) 
£=1 

= (x. y. ::;,jct). r = (x. y. z) are t.he spatial (:Olll]H)JJ('Ilt.S. c is til(' Sl)('('d of light. llild 
.i ;=T. Fllrt.lH'nnon'. 1/) is a two-dilllPllsiollal VC'ctOL as COITPSpollds t.o t.11<' t.wo diff<'l"t'llf, 
polari~atioll st.at.es of the phOt:Oll. 

31'dollH'Ilt:UJIl p alld ('Ilprp;y E an' rPl"t.ed t.o the wavevpdor k mal the fn'qllellcy 1/ as p ;l;;k 
awl 1/ Ie' E = //.// H'spedivdy. ~ = h-1 (Pa" Py, Pz, jE/c). h Plalll:k"s coustaut.. 

4VVp tJms recover the ('x]H,c:t.('d Fourier rdatiollship ~'(k.I/) J7/'(r,t)e-:j12".",-k.r1 drdt. 
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where Ci are the coefficients in the expansion, calculated from the inner product 

in the Hilbert space. By definition, the functions 1/Ji are orthonormal in space and 

in time, and thus generalize the concept of bandwidth to encompass the spatial 

dimensions. We indistinctly refer to nm as the number of degrees of freedom, or 

as the dimension of the signal space. 

THE UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE 

A heuristic counting rule used by physicists is to give the number of degrees 

of freedom as the volume in phase space (x,~). It can be traced back at-least t-o 

Bose's derivation in 1925 of the blackbody radiation formula in terms of partic:les. 

A similar heuristic application can be found in Gabor [3], who was the first to 

apply Heisenberg's uncertainty principle to problems in signal theory. Efforts to 

set the results in a more formal framework fructified in the 1980's, when Donoho 

and Stark [7], and Folland and Sitaram [8], proved 

Theorem 1 Let AT and nw have .finite rneas'ur-e. rr there is a nonzeTO f E £2 

such iJwl. f is (-concentm.t,ed on T and i is {5-eoncentmted on \IV, then 

(1- E - 8):::: 1FT Qwl, (3) 

where 1FT Qw 1 is the norm, of PT Qw as an opemtoT on £2. F1Ll'lheT7IWTe. 

(1- E- W:::: ITIIWI· (4) 

We now apply this theorem to wave packets 'l/J;, concentrated (E = (5 = ()) 

in small int;ervals dx, d~ around a centra.l point (xo, ~o); the wave packet. is best 

understood as an essentially different position that. a photon can occupy. Then 

Idxlld~1 2: (1 - E - 15)2 = 1, (5) 

a formula which supports the heuristic rule of giving the number of dimensions 

by the number of boxes in the joint space (x,~) of volume 1, i. e., 

B = {(x,~) Ildxl = Ix - xol <~, Id~1 = I~ - ~ol < ~ -J}. (6) 

The boxes B tile the phase spa.ce (x, ~), each of them contributing with one 

orthogonal basis function '1/';, and simultaneously with a slllall element dxd~, 

(7) 

where we have identified the sum of boxes Bi as the total volume in phase space. 
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Remark 1 ThcTe aTe 4 vaTiables at, dx and dl:" but they aTe cO'ltpled: special 

relativity considemtions fix d:r2 + d;t/ + d::;2 = c2 dt2, and similaTiy fin' the eneTgy_ 

momentum, dE
2 

c2 1dpI2 = c2(dp;:+d]J~+dp;). We assume t.hal. mdiationpmp_ 

agates along direction ::;, and we choose I.he 3 remaining variables to be (x, y, t) 
and (p,:, Py, pJ; we also use that E = clpl. The element dx ely is then an in

. finil.esimal element of s'll1iace du oTthogonal to the main direction of pmpagation. 

Remark 2 A possible variation of I.he sci. of allowed dir"Cctions/freq'ltencics along 

the position/t.ime can be neatly acco'ltnted f07' by ma.l;:ing use of the dependence of 

dx and dl:, on Xo = (ro, to). 

Remark 3 In case any of the 3 ava-ilables dimensions, say i, is not used for 

communicat.ion, the c07Tesponding pair of vaTiables .1:; and~; is set to d:(;id~i = 1. 

APPLICATION: I-DIMENSIONAL LINKS 

For one-dimensional, or point.-to-point, links the last. remark suggest.s that. 

integration over rand k is not required (that is, it. gives one cell), and 

71~~ = if XA-rXn\l dl/di = WT, (8) 

as it should. The extra factor 2 in the 2H7T-theorem comes from the t.wo real 

components implicit in the complex vector. 

APPLICATION: 3-DIMENSIONAL LINKS 

For 3-dimensional transmissions, we use Remark 1 to consider only a flat 

surface orthogonal to the direction of propagation and write elx = du dl,. We also 

assume no time variations. The use of spherical coordinates for I:, yields 

( )

2 2 

c(ra)dl:, = _(11) d1l df'!. = 0.(ro) (_11_) d1l, 
c ra c(ro) (9) 

where ro runs t.hrough the transmitt.er surface, in which case the local solid angle 

D(ro) and speed of light c(ro) are function of the position. Eq. (7) becomes 

In the last equality we have assumed that the bandwidth !iF is relatively small 

compared to the frequencies I/ma.x and I/min· We also denote the central frequency 

by I/O and the corresponding wavelength by Ao -[f; Note that the spatial 

and temporal modes are neatly separated, and that the "total" bandwidth thus 

consists of a temporal and a spatia.! component . 

If there are no variations in the surface we recover Poon's formula5 [5] 

3D - Ar.T/llT~ 
71m - '" . A5' (13) 

APPLICATIONS: OPTICAL FIBRE 

An optical fibre has circular symmetry, which allows us to write the integral 

Eq. (12) in polar coordinates. Assuming narrowband communications, 

71fibre = 27fTVTI/2 I D(p) - pdp, ." (1)2 
m 0./0 c(p) 

(14) 

where a is the radius of the fibre core. The solid angle is D(p) 27f (1 cos (J(p)) , 
where (J(p) is the ha.!f-angle of the cone defined by the numerical aperture of the 

fibre. The largest angle (J for which rays propagat.e is given by Snell's law [2] 

)lcos (J 1I:'(~))' where 71c1 is the index at. the fibre c:1adding. c(p) lIc(P)' where c is 

the speed of light in vacuum and 71c (p) is the refractive index. Therefore 

(15) 

(16) 

Let us now assume a power-law index profile with parameter Q, that is, 71c (p) = 

710)1- 2~(f,)'" eo: 710 (1- ~(f,r) we use here the weakly guiding approxima

tion, that is ~ « 1, and keep only the terms of order~. Replacing this in 

Eq. (lG), and after some algebra. we obtain 

(17) 

5Noj.p that pliot.oll polariy,at.ioll <louhll's UI(, Il1llUhl'r of (kgrt'l'S of fr('('<10111 autl tIl<' cav('at. 
t.lwt their aualysis gives t,}H' 11111111)('r of f('alllllIlllH'l's r<'(jnir('d t.o r('})1"('S('111. the sip;nal. p;iviug all 

('xt.ra fac.t.or of 2. 
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The number of spatial modes coincides with the value of the electromagnetic 

analysis [2], providing an alternative derivation and interpretation of the formula. 

Note also that the condition for single-mode guiding [2], applied to Eq. (17) gives 
just 1.4 modes, a very good approximation. 

APPLICATIONS: OPTICAL STORAGE 

In this case information is purely stored in and retrieved from space, and using 

Remark 3 we consider only the spatial modes, i. e., dl/ell 1. As an example, 

let us t.ake Blue Disk/TwoDOS. The wavelength in vacuum is Ao = 405 nm, the 

numerical aperture is 0.85, and the disk diameter is 12 cm. Denoting by nc the 

refraetive index in the region above the disk, we have 

(18) 

Here the numerical apert.ure is related to the half-angle () of the acceptance cone 

by NA sin 20, and n 271(1 - cos ()) ~ 0.8 st.erad. Table 1 compares the results 

for some existing systems with their theoretical limits. The discrepancies between 

the reported values and the predietions of the formula are likely to be related to 

the exact value of the refradive index. It should be noted that the analysis points 

at the tuning of the refraetive index as a possible way of increasing the capacit.y 
of such a storage medium. 

Storage (GB) 

System A (nm) NA n (sterad) Real Zma:x 

CD 780 0.45 0.17 0.7 0.4 n~ 
DVD 6.50 0.60 0.32 4.7 1.1 n~ 
Blue Disk 405 0.85 0.79 25.0 6.8n~ 

Table 1: Number of Degrees of Freedom for Optical Storage 

APPLICATIONS: SATELLITE LINKS (BEAMFORMING) 

Let. us study a single satellite on geostationary orbit, at about d,at. 36000 km 

from Earth. The illuminated land surface S' sub tends a solid allgle from the 

satellite very c:losely given by ,S'(t;a~, where, is a. correction faetor taking into 
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account the latitude 6 <p: 

,= cOS(<p + 0), 
TE sin <p 

(19) 

here TE is the radius of the Eart.h, about 6400 kIll. For simplicit.y, and with no 

real loss of precision, we ignore the variations of latitude and satellite dist.ance 

along the land surface, as well as the precise shape of the landmass. This is a 

consequence of the large distance between the satellite and the Earth surface. 

For relat.ively narrowba.nd systems of central wavelength Ao and, in absence 

of spatial varia.tions along the surface of the satellite, the total number of inde

pendent. degrees of freedom is 

(20) 

Here c is the light. speed in air. For //0 12 GHz, a usual frequency for sat.ellit.e 

TV, <wd measuring S' in millions of square kilometers km2 and A,at in square me-

l f . I I I" I ,atellitc/WT - 1 25A "IS' ters, the num )er 0 spatIa C !anne s IS gIven JY 71wat. nm ' . -. ",t I • 

Table 2 gives the number of spatial channels per polarization for several 

regions in the world and for several sat.ellite dimensions. It. can be seen t.hat. the 

satellite must be rather la.rge in order to accomoda.t.e many users per region; in this 

line it should be remembered that areas of 3-4 m2 are the largest. feasible today 

at this frequency. For the Benelux, it is therefore impossible to simultaneously 

point at two positions using t.he same polarizat.ion and frequency. 

Number of Channels 

Region (latitude) Land Area (km2
) ,(<p) A,at 1m2 10m2 100m2 

Benelux (<p 52) 60,000 0.51 < 0.1 0.4 4 

Europe (<p 48 ) 2,500,000 0.57 1.8 17.9 179 

USA/China (<p 30 ) 10,000,000 0.82 10.2 102 1025 

Table 2: Number of Simultaneous Channels per Polarizat.ion per Satellit.e 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we have estimat.ed the dimension of the signal space, t.aking 

into account. t.he spatial and temporal aspects in a unified manner. Removing 

6If til<" lal.il.lI(k is larger tlmll 'Pm ax = 1"E (I'E + dsatl- 1
. there is llO visihility of til<" sa1.PJli1.e 

frolll t.1l<" Earth. alld I = O. 
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electronmgnetic considerations to a minimum allows us to cast the problem in 

terms of how the number of essentially different positions and directions a photon 

can take along the transmitting surface. This problem has been tac:kled with 

methods based on the unc:ertainty princ:iple, and shows that the total bandwidth 

c:onsist of both a temporal and a spatial c:omponent. 

We have estimated the total bandwidth of several cases, induding optical 

transmission and storage and sfLtellite links. These examples show that the di

mension of the signal space provides a good figure of merit for the analysis and 

design of c:ommunication systems. 
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